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 IV. Wrap Up > 9. Resolution & Wrapup > Discussions 

d 

10. Resolution & Wrapup 

10. Resolution & Wrapup 

Students share the work they have produced and get feedback. 

 

Discussions 

Students share their reflections on what they have learned. The class then 

reflects together on new understandings. 

How to do this online

 

Online discussions can bring a sense of finality to the module. It reinforces a 

sense of community and can reveal organic answers to questions inherent in 

cumulative assignments. Use online discussions as an opportunity to identify 

patterns, find hidden relationships, delight in new insights, and ponder 

challenges and questions. Often the students are left with questions such as: 

 

 What have I learned?  

 Have I changed how I think about these ideas?  

 What is next and how does it connect to what I've learned?  

 Where has this conversation taken me -- what insights have I reached?  

 What is left unanswered?  

 Who have I read that reflects further on this question?  

 

PROS: Video lectures can be interspersed to include current events keeping 

the course relevant  . You can hear from everyone in the class  . 

Opportunities for multimedia sharing   

  

CONS: Miss out on "in-the-moment" classroom discussion and clarification  . 

Students have a chance to articulate thoughts out loud  . Sometimes physical 

presence and body language is important when talking about sensitive topics 
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Tools you could use: 

 Canvas Discussion: 

https://www.seattleu.edu/cdlihelp/faculty/canvas/tutorials/#assigndiscuss 

 Padlet: http://www.padlet.com/ 

 VoiceThread: http://voicethread.com/ 

 

How to do this in the classroom 

 

Because the classroom allows you to gauge where your students’ thinking is 

in the moment, think about using the time in your hybrid class to clear up 

misconceptions and synthesize learning. What kinds of questions are inherent 

in your curriculum that can inspire whole-class conversation? Use classroom 

wrap-up discussions to have students consider: 

 

 What have I learned? 

 Have I changed how I think about these ideas? 

 What is next and how does it connect to what I've learned? 

 Where has this conversation taken me -- what insights have I reached? 

 What is left unanswered? 

 Who have I read that reflects further on this question?   

 

PROS: Grows organic conversation, allows for conversation steering, surfaces 

misconceptions before moving on to new material   

  

CONS: Difficult to hear from everyone, no record (unless recorded) 

  

Tools you could use: 

 Padlet: http://www.padlet.com/ (projected) 

  

https://www.seattleu.edu/cdlihelp/faculty/canvas/tutorials/#assigndiscuss
http://www.padlet.com/
http://voicethread.com/
http://www.padlet.com/

